
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:  

 
FACT: Anti-Independent Contractor Bill the PRO Act 

Would Eliminate More Work Than it Creates 
  

Fight for Freelancers launches fourth video in its Myths vs. Facts series  
 
WASHINGTON, D.C., MARCH 4, 2021 — Fight For Freelancers USA, a nonpartisan, grassroots group of 
independent contractors, creatives and businesses, launched the fourth video in its Myths vs. Facts series 
urging lawmakers to reject the PRO Act after similar legislation effectively outlawed work for most 
independent contractors in California.  
 
Policymakers say the PRO Act will create traditional jobs with benefits, but that’s not what happened in 
California when similar legislation called AB5 was enacted beginning January 1, 2020. Instead, it 
outlawed most independent contractor work.The PRO Act would redefine employee status under the 
National Labor Relations Act using the same regressive ABC Test as the California law. Developed in the 
1930s, the ABC Test applies outdated criteria to today’s tech-powered, mobile and innovative workforce, 
which includes 57 million independent contractors. 
 
“The ABC Test doesn’t force companies to create jobs,” says Fight for Freelancers co-founder and 
freelance writer Kim Kavin. “Instead, it prevents them from working with independent contractors unless 
they can pass this 1930s ABC Test, and many legitimate, modern freelancers can’t.” 
 
WATCH the new two-minute video at the Fight For Freelancers USA website: 
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https://fightforfreelancersusa.com/videos/
https://fightforfreelancersusa.com/videos/


The PRO Act makes the ABC Test the basis for labor law. A second bill introduced last year called the 
Worker Flexibility and Small Business Protection Act makes the ABC Test the basis for employment law. 
Together, the bills provide the same disastrous conditions that harmed thousands of independent 
contractors in California. 
 
“We still see California freelancers being blacklisted because of the ABC Test-based law, even after 
lawmakers there spent months trying to fix it,” says Jen Singer, Fight for Freelancers co-founder and 
freelance writer. “If this legislative mess spreads nationwide, American companies can simply hire 
independent contractors from overseas instead of working with Americans at all.” 
 
The Fight For Freelancers video series calls on lawmakers to learn from California’s mistake and vote no 
on the PRO Act as long as the ABC Test is still in it.  
 

#FightForFreelancers #NoABCforUSA  
FightforFreelancersUSA.com  @Freelancers_USA 
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Kim Kavin, kim@kimkavin.com, 908-975-3031 @thekimkavin 
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